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Task 1. Definition of the Environment

1. Task status:
During the past quartile (two month period) most attention has been concentrated

on the problem of definition critical temperature at which “wet” corrosion first became
operable.

2. Issues/Concerns

It has been shown that, in principle, “wet” corrosion processes can not be ignored
for Yucca Mountain, even for initial times, when the temperature of the surface of
containers is well above the boiling temperature of water for the prevailing conditions.
This is because the surfaces are covered by highly hydrophilic oxides (e.g. Fe203, NiO,
Cr203) that will hydrate to the form of corresponding hydroxides, which are proton
conductors, at least when in the “wet” condition. Because proton conduction and the
presence of “bound” water are all that are required for the external environment to
support metallic corrosion in either its general or localized form. Thus, the temperature
of dehydration of the hydroxide, e.g. M(OH)2 ~ MO + H20(g), is a better criterion for
the upper temperature limit for “wet” corrosion than is the boiling temperature of “bulk”
water. During this first task, we have reviewed the existing thermodynamic data base for
the dehydration of metal hydroxides and analytical expressions have been developed that
allow the upper temperature limit to be estimated.
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The Beam-q optical ray tracing computer code was used to optimize the optical
system. The following Table in Beam-4 formx gives the essemiat optical parameters of the
instrument. Only one quadrant is represented, but the other three are identical by symmetry,

10elements LLE TrM2 Cassegrain telescope (units= cm)
.

Mir l)ieln diam zwc cum? xv% P T Fwmc
“

Xris: 5. : : 43.866: :0.000 : :0.
Iris: :2,858: 49.26 : 10.000 : : :0.
Iris; 15.24: :139.80 : ::
,?

Mir : 15.24: 3.10:140.00 :-.00769231: ::

rris: 2,56 : : 50.9!5: :0.1’50 : :a.~50
rris: 4.00 : : 50.90 : :2.150 : : :s:2.150
Mir : 2.54 : : 50.85 :-0.0142857:0.15 : 0.1618096:-,205058: :0.15
iri8: 2456 : : 50,90 : :0.15 : :0.15
iris: 3.IB : :140.00 : ;:
Film: 2.54 : :451.722: :0.546 i :3..151

In this tabie, Diarri is the outer diameter of an optic, diam is the diameter of a
ccrrtralobwuction, Xvx, Yvx,and Zvxare the location ofthecenterof theopticin cm,
Curv is the.reciprocal of the radius of curvature, and P and T are the pitch and tilt in
degrees, respecrivelyi Fisasha~parameter, sdenoting asqu&eor r~tangularefemenr.
Thesource poin[isat X=Y=Z=O, The’’film’’ isgivcn Xand Ycoordinates
corresponding to it selected scrip on the framing camera,
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The spofdiagram is shown in Fig, 2. The spot size is approximately 5 ~m in the
ver[ictd ciirectiontind 10ymintl~e horizontal direction. This corresponds toasp~~tial
resolusion<l pminthe object p\ane, During thealig]~ment and focusing of the telescope
using a mesh object and visible light, it was noticed that sectors A and B gave better
focus for horizontrd wires while C and D were better for vertical wires. This was
consistent wi[h [he rny trace study, where the comatic image of a point was elongated
horizontally for A and B und vertically for C and D.
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Fig,3. Thepositions of[he four
images on tho framing camera
photowhodc,
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Figure 3 is a diagraq of the four focal spots on the four-strip framing camera
photoeathode. The spots are arranged so that one spot falls on each of the four strips.
Images are recorded at four different times by gating the strips on the MCP,

Three primary mirrors and three ,cut secondary mirror sets were procured from
General Clptics Inc. The mirrors were superpolished to a microroughness of 1 & One
primory mirror and one secondary mjrror set were sent to OSMIC lnc for deposition of
the rnultiIayer coatings, Another secondary mirror set was coated with aluminum and
used along with an uncoa~eclprimary for optical alignment, The third secondary mirror
set find the third primary mirror were heId M backups, The backup mirrors were
eventually multiIayer coated following the Rochester experiments.

The rnultilayercoating was specified [o have peak reflectance M a wavelength of
48.3 k This wavelength was chosen because of the excellent results obtained from
previous experiments a! LL& usingamuItilayer-coatetl telescope producing one X6
tnagrdfied jmriflekt a wavelength of 48,3 ~, 1The coating consisted of alternating )ayers
of chromium and carbon, Based cmthe previous results, a peak reflectance of at feast 6%
was expected,

Owing to unexpected delays in dM delivery of the multihlyer-coated mirrors, there
was not time before the experiment to measure the reflectance of the coated mirrors.
After the experiment, the backup mirrors were touted, and the reflectance of one of the
secondary mirrors was measured using the NRL beamline at the Brookhaven
synchrorron. For an angle of incidence of 10°, the measured peak reflectance was 12!10at
a wavelength of 47.1 & This corresponds to o normal-incidence peak wavelength of 47.9
~ which is suitably close to the desired wavelength of 48.3 ~,

2. Fabrication and Characterizi~tio.n.ofthe Soft X-Rav Tclescme

The primary mirror is made of supcrpolished zerodur on a 6“ W) blank and hasa

1.25” central opening. The radius of curvwure is 130 cm. It is mounted in xn aluminum
cup wi[h [hrec manual tip/tih odjuster screws md a MotorMike encoded micrometer
driving a linear focus adjus[mcrm The linww movement is controlkd by ~hree ball
bushings riding on two precision shufls.

3
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The zerodor secondary mirror was sa~cd into four parts, rejoined and

superpolished as a single unit to the same radius (70 cm). These sectors,were glued with
13poTek301 epoxy to a four-segment flexure mechanism with three glue pads for mqh
mirror seetor, The four sectors are individually adjusted with four #0-80 screws paired in
a push-puli arrangemertt. While the original secondary was 1” in diameter, the four
sectors were mounted with a 0.125” gap between the individual sectors. This gap was
determined by ray tracing to optimize the seeondaq~’s acceptance angle, while negligibly
degrading the optical performance with expected detectors,

Two 0.125” rods were notched in the center and joined in a cross {Oform a
centering jig for gluirtg the minor sectors, J3poTek 301 was weighed out (4 gm resin & 1
gm hardener) and stirred for 15 min. A smaH drop of glue was transferred to each glue
pad, and the minor sector carefully lowered into place and pushed against the centering
cross. The glue was of low viscosity, and gravity served to hold the sectors in place
during curing of the epoxy, The glued seeondarywas allowed to sit undisturbed for 24 hr.

The setup optics were installed in the instrument at the optimaI Iocations as
indicated by the ray tracing, and a target mesh located at the object position, Itwas back
illuminated by @e image of a fiber optic illuminator formed by two 19 cm focal length
lenses. The fiber optic was placed at the focus of one lens, and the target mesh at the
focusof the other. Approximately parallel Jight passed from one lens to the other, so the
distance between them could be easi)y varied. This same arrangeme~t was eventually set
up in TlM5 opposite TIM2 at LLE. The lenses were -50 mm in diameter, SOtheirf-
number (-5) easiIy overfWd the prirnwy mirror.

Fig,4,Theasswnbkd telescope (!4)
imd the (OINimages projected onto the
ffica)-plane screen (above}, TheHneson
thescreenindicat~the four s[rips of Ihc
framing camera (below),

4
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A focusing screen was placed at the detector position, and a transparency showing
the ftiingcmera strips anddesir@ image positions wmcaped tothe screen, The
flexure was adjusted to bide beams from eaeh of the four secondaries to the desired
spots on the screen. The primary minor was adjusted to center the illumination cmthe
secondaries equaIJy, and to give the best average focus. Photographs of the assembled
telescope, the screen, and the four imageson the screen are shown Fig. 4.

Shown in F& 5 is an enlargementof the images reeorded with the room
darkened, The object is an SEM specimen finder grid. A fiducial is heated at the center
of the grid, and this fiducial is clear]y visible at the centers of the four images. The
fiducial is supported on a mesh of 25 pm wires which are also visible inthe images. This
mesh supported a finer 400/inch mesh of 15 pm wires. These 15 ~m wires were clear]y
visible when viewing the screen with th~ eye but are just barely visib!e in Fig. 5, While
diffmetion adversely affected rbe visible light images, diffrxtjon is negligible for 48 ~
radiation imaged duting the laser experiments at C)MEGA

Fig. 5, Tho four images of an SEM specimen tinder grid, Visible im
each image are the central fiducitl and the coarse(25 pm) and the
Iinc [ 15 ~fn) wire patterns.

5
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3. ExDetimetltalImdementatiop atthe OMEGALaser Facility

Using an aluminum box that simulated a TIM boat, the telescope was assembled
and aligned at NR.L in the two weeks prior to the trip to Rochester. The aluminum box
aiso served as a support for the te!escope in Lk shipping case.

The coated mirrors were installed in the telescope dx?weekend before the
experiments (the set-ups were done with an uncoatedprimary and an aluminum coated
secondary mirror assembly), Target chamber alignment techniques were developed.

Fig, 6. The multiiny~ ~elescopeW3S mounted in TIM2 on the ~M~GA [mget chamber, and the
gated framing csmera was mounwft m a small vacLJm chamber attached to the end of TIM2.

As shown in Fig, 6, the multilayer telescope was fielded in TIM2, and the framing
ctlmera was attached m the end of TEM2. Data were recorded on five shots on May 27,
J998. On the first shot, the framing camera was setup to activate the four strips at
intervals of 0,4 nsec during the laser shot,The target consisted of an SEM grid
illuminated by a gold bticklighter 9 mm behind th~ grid. A 500 A thick Fcwmvar screen
was positioned midway between Ihe backli hter and the grid, The backlighter was

?
illuminated by 11 beams and 2X101dW/cm-. Upon inspection of the framing camera film
after tha[ shot, the shadow of a retaining clip was identified on the film, No grid pattern
was seen on the film. Apptlrentiy, the clip was left Jn the camera head dufing setuP by .
LLE staff, and it is likely that this clip caused the c~mera to malfunctioned on the first
laser shot, The clip was removed from the camera,

Anorher laser shotwas taken with similar experimental conditions, and no grid

pattern was seen on the fi[m, After this shot, the alignment of the teiescope was checked
by mounting the visible light fixture in TIMS opposite the telescope’s TIM2. The four
imagesfell in the proper positions for recording by the framing camera.

6
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On the next shot, the Fommr screen was removed, and on the following shot the
framing camera was operated in time-integrating mode. No grid pattern was observed on
either shot. On the final shot, the framing camera was replacedby Kodak 101film, and
no grid pattern was observed,

. Followingthe experiments, the alignmentwas again checked using visible light,
and the images were properly positioned in the focal plane. However, inspectionof the
primary mirror revealed that the coating was severely ablated in the regions that were
directly exposed to the target plasma.

The causes of the negative experimental results were inferred to be the following:
Theclipthatwai inadvertentlyleft in the framing camera caused the camera to
malfunction beginning with the first shot. Also beginning on the first shot, the multilayer
coating was severely ab!ated by the radiation and debris flux from the target. The
reflectance of the rnultilayer coating was like~ycompletely desfroyed in the damaged
regions, The low reflectance of the multilayer coatings, damaged on the first laser shot,
reduced the exposureon the framing camera below the detection threshold.

‘J &ely G. Holland, T, Boe!dy, G. Pien, and D. Bradley, AppIied Optics 37, 1140
(1998). ‘


